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ABSTRACT
MAGIC, MIMESIS, AND THE ANNUNCIATION TO MARY: SIX EARLY BYZANTINE
CAMEOS AND THE LATE ANTIQUE
TRADITION OF MEDICAL AMULETS
Ashley A. Lee, MA.
School of Art and Design
Northern Illinois University, 2014
Ann van Dijk, Director

It has been suggested by scholars that small portable objects from the early Byzantine
period with the image of the Annunciation may have been used as fertility amulets, but none
have examined this in detail. This thesis is the first detailed investigation of the possibility
that six sardonyx cameos from sixth-seventh century Constantinople functioned as Christian
fertility amulets. I propose that the cameos developed from the late antique tradition of
gynecological amulets and could have been used as fertility amulets by women. The cameos
emphasize Mary’s position as a role model for women and encourage an act of mimesis. This
study shows the contrast between the condemnation of amulets and magic by Church
authorities and the approved use of gemstones as well as the survival of Pre-Christian beliefs
concerning them.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Young girls grew up in Byzantium learning how to run a household and all activities
that they would need to know in preparation for married life.1 Once a girl reached puberty,
usually around age twelve, she was betrothed and shortly after, married with the expectation
that she begin having children as soon as possible.2 There was a high rate of infant mortality,
so it was necessary to “make the most” of the childbearing years, especially since many
women would die young, at about the age of thirty-five.3
Medical expertise was not nearly as informed as it is now, and the reason for the
deaths of both mothers and infants was not understood by the majority of the population. This
led to the rise of various speculations. One explanation that developed can be found in the
apocryphal Testament of Solomon. This text has not been conclusively dated; scholars have
suggested dates from the first century up through the sixth century.4 There are extant copies of

1

Alice-Mary Talbot, Women and Religious Life in Byzantium (Burlington: Ashgate, 2001), I, 120.

2

Ibid., I, 121.

3

Ibid.

4

James Charlesworth, The Pseudepigrapha and Modern Research (Chico: Scholars Press for the Society of
Biblical Literature, 1981), 197-199; F.C. Conybeare, “The Testament of Solomon,” in Jewish Quarterly Review
11, no. 1 (Oct. 1898): 12; James Harding and Loveday Alexander, “Dating the Testament of Solomon,” Posted
May 28, 1999, www.st-andrews.ac.uk/divinity/rt/otp/guestlectures/harding/.
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the Testament in both Semitic and Greek.5 The testament follows King Solomon through the
portion of his life in which he has a ring from God capable of controlling demons. We find in
verses 57-59 Solomon dealing with a mostly formless demon who visits women as they give
birth, and if able, kills the child. Solomon records:
‘And I sat down, and said to the demon: “Who art thou?” And she said: “I am called
among men Obizuth; and by night I sleep not, but go my rounds over all the world, and
visit women in childbirth. And divining the hour I take my stand; and if I am lucky, I
strangle the child. But if not, I retire to another place. For I cannot for a single night
retire unsuccessful. For I am a fierce spirit, of myriad names and many shapes. And
now hither, now thither I roam. And to westering parts I go my rounds. But as it now is,
though thou hast sealed me round with the ring of God, thou has done nothing. I am not
standing before thee, and thou wilt not be able to command me. For I have no work
other than the destruction of children, and the making their ears to be deaf, and the
working of evil to their eyes, and the binding their mouths with a bond, and the ruin of
their minds, and paining of their bodies.”
This demon figure Obizuth can also be spelled as Abyzou, but she is believed to be the
same figure as Lilith, Adam’s first wife who could not have children. Scholars have concluded
that she was called Lilith amongst the Jews, Alabasdria in Early Byzantine Egypt, and Gyllou
to Byzantines.6 Thus this demon was known in several different contexts during the early
Byzantine period. To help protect mothers and children from this demon, amulets with the
image of a “Holy Rider” on horseback trampling the demon underfoot were created, many in
the sixth-seventh century (Fig. 1).7

5

Charlesworth, The Pseudepigrapha and Modern Research, 197-199.

6

Gary Vikan,“Art, Medicine, and Magic,” in Dumbarton Oaks Papers 38, (1984): 79.

7

Ibid., 79-80.

3
The rider in the amulets is most often identified with King Solomon, but there are other
medallions showing a similar composition of a rider spearing a figure that have been associated
with St. Sissinios, who is said to have vanquished Gylou.8 The identification of the figure
varies depending on the region in which the amulet was used.9 This motif, regardless of the
identification, was a prominent iconographical type in both the Late Antique and Byzantine
periods.10 During Late Antiquity the image appeared most often in intaglio on hematite, and
during the Byzantine period it was usually found on Bronze pendants. 11
The subject of this thesis is a group of six sardonyx cameos that I will argue were also
created to aid with pregnancy even though the image appearing on them is quite different. All
six display near identical representations of the Annunciation (Figs. 2-7). Christ’s mother Mary
stands on the left, her hand holding wool that descends to the basket at her feet and Gabriel
standing, facing her on the right, with his right hand raised in address and the left holding a
staff. An inscription, starting with a cross, is found around the perimeter of the image on four
out of the six cameos. It is a reference in Greek to Luke 1:28 and translates as “Hail thou that
8

The Israel Museum, “The Holy Rider,” Exhibitions 2000: The Cradle of Christianity, Images and Symbols. Last
updated 2014, www.imj.org.il/eng/exhibitions/2000/Christianity/symbol/horseman/index.html; Campbell
Bonner, Studies in Magical Amulets (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1950), 210; Vikan, “Art,
Medicine, and Magic,” 79, two amulets have an inscription indicating that the figure is Solomon; Mary Margaret
(Molly) Fulghum, “Coins Used as Amulets in Late Antiquity,” in Between Magic and Religion, ed. Sulochana R.
Asirvatham, Corinne Ondine Pache, and John Watrous (Lanham, Maryland: Rowman and Littlefield , 2001), 142,
Fulghum argues that coins with the image of the Holy Rider depict Alexander the Great; Richard P.H. Greenfield,
Tradition of Belief (Amsterdam: Adolf M. Hakkert, 1988), 274 note 938; M. Gaster, “Two Thousand Years,” in
Folklore 11, no. 2 (June 1900): 151-160, provides parallel stories of the female demon and those who control her.
9

Bonner, Studies in Magical Amulets, 210; Gaster, “Two Thousand Years.”

10

Bonner, Studies in Magical Amulets, 210; Gaster, “Two Thousand Years;” The Israel Museum, “The Holy Rider
and Other Amulets.”
11

Bonner, Studies in Magical Amulets, 210-211; The Israel Museum, “The Holy Rider and Other Amulets.”
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art highly favored, the Lord is with thee.” These objects are small enough to hold in one’s hand
and range in size from about 1.5 to 2 inches high, 1.5 inches wide, and about a quarter of an
inch deep.12 One cameo survives with its original mount and chain, making it quite clear it was
worn as a pendant (Fig. 7). The chain is about 23 inches long, and when worn the cameo would
have hung near the center of the torso. It is quite possible, based on the similarities between all
six cameos, that all would have been worn in a similar manner.
In the following pages I will argue that these six objects functioned as amulets and
represent the Christianization of a specific late antique medical tradition of womb amulets. The
relationship between the amulets and cameos can be found through close examination of both
the color and material of the small portable objects. In antiquity medical prescriptions for an
ailment included herbal remedies, as well as physical objects, such as amulets, which doctors
commonly prescribed for digestive, abdominal, and uterine problems, among others.
But what is an amulet? At its core, an amulet is an object that is believed to have
healing and/or protective properties. However, since we cannot know exactly which objects
contemporaries viewed as amulets, it is generally understood that amulets have three important
components: medium, image, and text.13 What this means is that in order for an object to
function as an amulet scholars have found that it must be of a certain medium, inscribed with a
certain text, and contain a specific image. In many cases, this definition suffices and is
supported by textual evidence such as lapidaries and medical textbooks or encyclopedias. There

12

13

More precise measurement ranges are as follows: h=(1.78” to 2.19”), w=(1.40” to 1.67”), d=(.256” to .339”).

Christopher Faraone, “Text, Image and Medium,” in Gems of Heaven: Recent Research on Engraved Gemstones
in Late Antiquity c. AD 200-600, ed. Chris Entwistle and Noel Adams (London: The British Museum, 2011), 50.

5
is no scholarly consensus as to whether amulets would have been viewed as magical or not.14
Many sources indicate that amulets were a source of protection against magic, but little is
discussed about the source of the amulet’s power and whether it was “magic.” From the
Christian perspective though, based on theological writings, these objects would have been
viewed as forms of magic, and powered by demons. 15
What needs to be understood is that in Late Antiquity and the early Byzantine period,
magic and medicine often intersected and were intertwined with theology and philosophy. With
so many elements blending together, one can begin to understand the complexity of the field,
and see how difficult it is to navigate at times. Further complicating the picture are the
ambiguities surrounding the concept of magic at the time; there is not now, and there does not
appear to have been then, a clear-cut definition of what magic was and what it did. During Late
Antiquity and the early Byzantine period, the definition of magic was fluid and changeable.
From the Christian perspective though, it was most often viewed as an interaction with a
supernatural power that was outside the Christian church, thus the power received or drawn
upon was understood to be from a source other than God.16

14

Henry Maguire, introduction to Byzantine Magic (Washington D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks, 1995), 4-5; Sulochana R.
Asirvatham, Corinne Ondine Pache, John Watrous, introduction to Between Magic and Religion (Lanham:
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2001), xxvi.
15

Lynn Thorndike, A History of Magic I, During the First Thirteen Centuries of Our Era. (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1964) 463, citing Tertullian, Apology, chapter 22-23; Thorndike, A History of Magic I, 506, citing
Augustine, De Civitate Dei, XXI, 6; Naomi Janowitz, Magic in the Roman World (New York: Routledge, 2001), 19
citing Origen CC 5.5, 7.69, 8.2; John Chrysostom, Commentaries on the Epistle, Homily VIII Col. 3:5-7 (Kindle
Edition).
16

Henry Maguire, “Magic and the Christian Image,” in Byzantine Magic (Washington D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks,
1995), 51; Janowitz, Magic in the Roman World, 16-20.

6
During this period the Christian church “was successful in marginalizing the nonChristian magical remedies” through strong statements by theologians. 17 John Chrysostom was
well known for such statements and expressing that it was better and more beneficial to use an
object with a Christian symbol rather than “magical objects.”18
What this study calls into question is the clear distinction John Chrysostom draws
between objects with Christian symbols, on the one hand, and magical ones, like amulets, on
the other. The cameos under discussion have all three components necessary for an object to be
classified as an amulet. They are made of a specific material, sardonyx, and display a consistent
image and inscription. Yet both image and inscription are drawn from the New Testament,
suggesting that the cameos are an attempt to Christianize the tradition of using magical amulets
for medical cures, a longstanding practice with strong pagan associations. Through their
imagery and inscriptions, the cameos provide a clear alternative to the vast majority of
surviving Late Antique medical amulets in claiming to draw upon the power of the Christian
God, and no one, or nothing, else.
However, as is the case at times in antiquity, there is no written source, least not one
that has been found, that discusses the combination of sardonyx, the image of the
Annunciation, and the inscription of Luke 1:28. Contemporary sources are silent on how
objects such as these functioned. Nevertheless, this has not stopped current scholars from
considering their uses. Aimilia Yeroulanou, Cyril and Marlia Mundell Mango, Henry Maguire,

17

18

Henry Maguire, introduction to Byzantine Magic, 4-5.

Ibid., 4-5; Marie Theres Fӧgen, “Balsamon on Magic,” in Byzantine Magic, ed. Henry Maguire (Washington DC:
Dumbarton Oaks, 1995), 105.
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and Jeffrey Spier have suggested that small portable objects, like the cameos, with the image of
the Annunciation from the Early Byzantine period, may have been used in relation to fertility,
possibly as amulets. 19 But none has examined the idea in any detail.
This thesis is the first detailed investigation of the cameos’ possible function as
Christian fertility amulets. In chapter 2 I will situate the cameos against the late antique
tradition of gynecological amulets from which I propose they developed. Chapter 3 will show
the contrast between the condemnation of amulets and magic by Church authorities and the
approved used of gemstones as well as the survival of Pre-Christian beliefs concerning them.
Chapter 4 focuses on the cameos and how their material, image, and inscription suggest an
amuletic function. Chapter 5 will consider Mary’s position as a role model for women and how
the cameos emphasize this role and encourage an act of mimesis. In the final chapter the
evidence of all the previous chapters will be brought together to argue that these cameos of the
Annunciation could have functioned as fertility amulets.
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CHAPTER 2: LATE ANTIQUE GYNECOLOGICAL AMULETS

The Greeks and Romans were no strangers to amulets that contained the power to heal
and protect the owner. There are different types of amulets from antiquity that deal with
gynecological issues; this chapter will speak of three. The first is a hematite stone containing
a Greek image of the womb (Figs. 8-12). The second deals with the image of Chnoubis, who
appears most often on light green or white transparent stones, but also on obsidian, and in rare
cases red jasper (Figs. 13-20). The third type shows Heracles performing his first labor, the
defeat of the Nemean lion (Figs. 21-25). As will be argued in the succeeding chapters, even
though the image and inscription on the Annunciation cameos clearly present them as
Christian objects, the material and color chosen demonstrate strong links with the ancient
tradition of gynecological amulets.
Images and Inscriptions
A group of hematite or “bloodstone” amulets with Greek iconography and inscriptions
display intaglio images of a womb that resembles an upside down bowl placed on top of a
large toothbrush or comb (Fig. 8); the comb is an ancient Greek door key which was
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understood to open and close the womb.20 The image could also have served as a reminder to
Roman women of the necessity to make an offering of keys after they had an easy delivery. 21
The reverse of many of this type contains the Greek inscription “orôriouth,” which has not
been satisfactorily translated (Fig. 10-12).22 Christopher Faraone suggests that it is a term for
the womb since many other amulets similar to this invoke the womb in some manner. 23 It has
also been suggested by M.L. Barry, based on an expansive inscription found on a gem in
Cairo, that “orôriouth” refers to a male demon, god, or angel. 24
Some hematite womb amulets, such as Figures 9-12, contain iconography that is not
strictly Greek, but shows Egyptian influence. They display the Greek womb iconography, but
also an image of the Egyptian ouroboros, and at times this was combined with figures of
Egyptian gods sitting atop the womb. The gods are identifiable based on their animal-like
shape or the sign present above their heads. The ouroboros is the figure of the snake eating its
tail and typically encircled the womb along the outer edge of these amulets. It is understood to
protect the womb from outside harm or from moving. 25 The womb during antiquity was
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believed to roam freely throughout the body and cause disease and discomfort when it became
dislocated.26 This idea is presented between 425 and 350 BC by both Plato in his Timeaus and
by Hippocrates’ medical treatises.27 On occasion the ouroboros is itself encircled by an
inscription called the “Soroor Formula,” as in Figure 9, and this inscription was to insure that
the womb would open at the appropriate times for conception, delivery, and menstruation. 28
Christopher Faraone argues that the development of this tradition started first with
blank hematite stones to help with “gynecological bleeding and complaints.” 29 He supports
this with evidence from Theophrastus and Hippocrates who would prescribe ground up
hematite to be used in drinks and ointments to help with similar complaints.30 Out of these
blank hematite stones came the tradition of the amulets with womb and Greek key. 31 In order
to enhance the power of these completely Greek stones, Egyptian deities and powerful
symbols like the ouroboros were added to invoke Egyptian sources of power, and so GraecoEgyptian amulets were created.32
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Amulets with Chnoubis, unlike those with the womb and key, were not strictly for
gynecological use (Figs. 13-20). Chnoubis, also called Chnoumis, is the Greek name for the
Egyptian creator god Chnoum.33 Chnoum was venerated in Elephantina and Syene (both near
the Nile river) as the “god of the Nile flood” because he was responsible for the start of the
flood.34 He is shown on amulets as having a snake-like body and a lion’s head from which
seven to twelve rays radiate.
The image of Chnoubis when inscribed upon green jasper, or similar green stones, was
used to cure stomach and intestinal issues as well as heartburn. This tradition is recorded by
the Greek physician Galen. He discusses the quality of gemstones necessary to help with these
specific medical issues and continues to speak about the stone prescribed by King
Nechepso.35 Writing in the Hellenistic period (150 BC), Nechepso prescribed the use of green
jasper with the image of Chnoubis set into a finger ring; this would cure the wearer’s ailments
related to the digestive system.36 Galen, writing sometime between AD 129 and 200/216,
changed the prescription, and suggested the use of plain jasper stones to be strung and worn
about the esophagus.37 This prescription changed again in the fourth-fifth century with the
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Latin writings of Marcellus of Bordeaux. He suggested that jasper with the image of Chnoubis
be set in gold and worn around the neck.38 Thus, from Hellenistic times to Late Antiquity
Chnoubis when associated with jasper was believed to heal digestive ailments.
Chnoubis gems dealt not just with digestion but also with gynecological issues as is
shown by his occasional appearance on gems with the uterine symbol (Figs. 9, 12, 19).
According to Jeffrey Spier, Chnoubis amulets would only function as a fertility amulet when
the image was coupled with one of the uterine symbol and Egyptian deities (Figs. 9, 12, 19).39
One can understand how Chnoubis could in fact deal with female issues considering he is a
creator god and responsible for the flooding of the Nile, which in turn is responsible for
bringing new life to the valley each year. Mastrocinque states, “The power of these magical
gems resided in the notion that the god who regulated the Nile flood, could also regulate
menstruation, stimulate the flow of breast milk, and prevent haemorrhaging, bleeding ulcers
and abdominal digestive juices in the stomach or intestine.”40 Evidence for this connection
comes from Socrates and Dionysios. They prescribe: an “onyx stone, completely black. It is
useful to pregnant women and to those who are breast-feeding. On it one should engrave a
three-headed Chnoubis.”41 As far as we know no black onyx stones with a three headed
Chnoubis have survived; there are two known black obsidian stones with Chnoubis, and only
38
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one with a three headed snake, which is made of white chalcedony. 42 However, based on the
textual prescription and the two objects that survive, it is possible that there was a tradition of
using black stones with the image of Chnoubis for issues dealing with pregnancy.
The third amulet type to consider is an opaque red gemstone (primarily jasper) with
the image of Heracles grappling with a lion (Figs. 21-25). This Late Antique tradition is predated by an Archaic Greek tradition, where the same subject appears on gemstones of
sardonyx and carnelian.43 Figure 24, called a scaraboid by the British Museum, is one
example of this type. It is a swivel ring of carnelian, and gold.
Many of the Late Antique stones with the image of Heracles have three kappas
inscribed on the reverse of the gem (Figs. 21-22).44 This type of stone (minus the inscription)
was prescribed by the Greek physician Alexander of Tralles (sixth-century AD) to be set in a
gold ring and worn by the patient as a treatment of colic, which was a painful disease of the
lower intestine.45 Not only was this image used for colic, but according to Dasen, Heracles
controlled the womb, likely because it was compared to a wild animal.46 Evidence for this
suggestion appears in Bonner’s Studies of Magical Amulets. He records an amulet, now found
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in the British Museum, that has the image of Heracles and the lion on the obverse and an
image of a suffering woman squatting with a swollen abdomen brandishing a sword (Fig.
24).47 Bonner suggests that through the combination of these two images on one object
contemporaries would have understood the amulet to cure pains in the abdominal region,
whether they were intestinal or uterine.48
Material and Color

In an article published in 2011, Attilio Mastrocinque argues that the type of stone used
for medical gemstones was chosen based upon the color of the stone and upon how closely
this color related to the body part that was to be healed.49 As far as the stones described above
are concerned, this seems to be mostly true. The amulets with the image of the womb were
typically made of hematite, also known as bloodstone because it would be the color of blood
when ground up. This is likely the reason that it was prescribed by Theophrastus and
Hippocrates.50 The amulets with Chnoubis were associated with stomach and intestinal issues
and typically made of a translucent green or white stone, and digestive fluids are a light green.
It was also suggested that when this image was carved onto a dark stone, such as hematite, the
amulet would have been used for pregnant women (Figure 19) and when carved into a white
47
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stone it could be used to help with breastfeeding (Figure 13, 15, 18, 20).51 The image of
Heracles was most often found on red jasper, and this also had strong associations with colic
in the lower intestine.52 It is not clear why a red stone would be chosen for the lower intestine;
however, it does have associations with the womb, which could explain red jasper as the
primary choice.
It is also possible that red became associated with the womb through mythology. In
Book Four of Ovid’s Metamorphoses (lines 739-773), Perseus – having decapitated the
Gorgon – sets the head on seaweed and leaves. After coming into contact with the gorgon’s
blood, the leaves and seaweed harden. These hardened objects, as the sea nymphs discover,
are able to harden other similar objects, thus creating more coral.53 The connection to the
womb could quite possibly be this hardening factor. The seaweed, once pliant and easily
moved, becomes stiff; similarly, once pregnant the woman no longer menstruates. Thus by
coming into contact with coral, the woman’s cycle would be stopped, providing a
pregnancy.54 Mastrocinque suggests that red jasper was a substitute for coral since there are
many jasper stones (Fig. 26) with the same subject and composition as the coral stones (Fig.
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27).55 If jasper is a stand-in for coral when coral could not be obtained, then jasper would also
be associated with the congealed blood. This association could strengthen the idea that the
Heracles gemstones made of jasper were associated with the womb, specifically pregnancy or
hemorrhaging, since the stone itself was associated with stopping the flow of blood, which
would be beneficial for both medical issues.
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CHAPTER 3: MEDICAL AMULETS AND CHRISTIANITY

Christian Opposition to Amulets

In the fourth century, Emperor Constantius II (337-361) passed legislation that made
certain magical practices illegal and listed the punishments for anyone who sought aid from
“otherworldly forces.”56 After the fourth century, as Marie Theres Fӧgen explains, political
figures left the supernatural to “experts” such as theologians and canonists.57 In the seventh
century, canon 61 of the Council in Trullo named “amulet givers” among professions that
should be “thrust out of the church.”58 Thus to have and use an amulet was a practice
condemned by theologians and political leaders alike. However, that did not stop many people
from using amulets and charms while evoking the name of God. According to Theodore
Balsamon, the twelfth-century Patriarch of Antioch, John Chrysostom spoke quite harshly of
a woman who sings charms and is a Christian. He states, “Exactly for this reason I hate her all
the more and turn away from her, because she blasphemously misuses God’s name by
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claiming to be a Christian and acting like a heathen. For the demons also invoked the name of
God and were nevertheless demons.”59 In another instance, Chrysostom praises a mother who
refuses to use magic amulets to heal her sick child or husband, preferring instead that they die
rather than go astray by the devil’s charms.60 This does not mean that theologians were
against all medical practices, and some were even trained physicians themselves. 61
Chrysostom is clear though, that one should not make use of amulets even if it is for
medicinal reasons. Clearly Chrysostom and political leaders did not promote the use of
amulets, but it is equally clear based on surviving items that disapproval and condemnation
did not stop their production and use.
Continuity of Pre-Christian Practices and Beliefs

One example of continued amulet use is in the form of seventh- to eighth- century
rings showing a human face with thin pieces of hair, radiating from her head (Figs. 28-29).
Gary Vikan argues that iconographically the Chnoubis amulets were the forerunner for rings
like Figure 28 that have a Gorgon like face engraved upon them.62 Campbell Bonner, on the
other hand, has suggested that the Gorgon-like image comes not from Chnoubis, but from the
59
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“octopus” type uterine symbol seen in Figure 30.63 What is interesting though, are the
similarities between the description of Obizuth from the Testament of Solomon, and the
images on these objects.
In the Testament is a description of the “child stealing demon.” Solomon says
(speaking of the demon), “‘I marveled at her appearance, for I beheld all her body to be in
darkness. But her glance was altogether bright and greeny, and her hair was tossed wildly like
a dragon’s; and the whole of her limbs were invisible. And her voice was very clear as it came
to me.’”64 This description has some striking similarities with the image on the rings (Fig. 2829). In Figure 28, the figure’s hair is rather wild, although she only has five strands (that take
the form of snakes, which could indicate a relation to the Gorgon), but they radiate from the
entire head in a manner similar to solar rays.65 Figure 29 is a bit more abstract, and only has
lines for hair. In both, the figure is also bodiless, just as the Testament describes. The image of
Obizuth on a ring makes sense, because it is with his divine ring that Solomon is able to hold
the demon.
These rings, bear the inscription, “Lord, help the wearer,” the gerund of which has a
feminine ending suggesting that the wearer was a woman and that this could have been used
for feminine ailments.66 A silver ring with this Gorgon-like image was found in Corinth and
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has an inscription on the hoop that says it is a womb amulet (Fig. 29).67 Thus, if the image is
of Obizuth, the inscription combined with the image suggests that these were created to keep
the demon from killing the mother and child. Even if it is not Obizuth, the image combined
with the inscription suggests that these items functioned as amulets, and supports the
continued use of medical amulets to relieve uterine maladies.
The healing properties of gemstones were not discounted by all theologians either. In
the fourth century, Epiphanius of Salamis, born in Palestine and later a bishop in Cyprus (367403), wrote a treatise, De Gemmis, in which he details the properties of the twelve stones
found within the Book of Exodus in the Bible (Exodus 15-30). The work can be dated with
relative surety because Epiphanius gave a copy of the work to Jerome during his trip to
Jerusalem in 394; presumably, the work was finished prior to this trip.68 There is one known
extant version in Georgian and then only select pages of the original in Greek, as well as the
Latin, Armenian, and Coptic translations.69
It is clear based on a citation in one of his best known works, the Panarion (a
heresiology), that Epiphanius was familiar with medical literature. He cites “Nicander,
Dioscourides, Pamphilus, Kallisthenes, Philo, Iolaos the Bithynian, Heracleides the Tarentine,
Krateuas the herbalist, Andreas, Julius Bassus, Niceratos and Peronius, Niger, and
Diodotus.”70 Even without this information though, it is clear based on De Gemmis that he is
67
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familiar with the lapidary traditions of earlier centuries. He details the properties and uses of
twelve gemstones, but for the purposes of this research, I will focus on sardion, ligure,
bloodstone, and onyx, as their properties are most similar to the pagan gems discussed above.
In the English translation of the Georgian version of Epiphanius’ De Gemmis, sardion
is the name of the first gem, but in one of the fragments of the Armenian version, the English
translation states that the gem is carnelian.71 Epiphanius explains that sardion is “sparkling”
and red in color; a red similar to fire or blood.72 The stone can be found in Babylon and has
healing power that physicians used to “cure tumors and running ulcers and other wounds
incised by the sword.” 73 It was also to be applied as a liniment, which would heal lesions. 74
Two other stones, sardonyx or sardion-p‘rtskhil, and sardakad, according to the
Georgian English translation, were closely related to sardion.75 Epiphanius explained that
sardonyx was quite potent and when drunk with water it could help decrease the swelling of
an aching stomach.76 The color of the sardonyx in this translation is a lush green hue, however
this is not the color of the stone we consider sardonyx today. 77 Another stone he states is also
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related to sardion, and that is sardakad, which has a white, milky color and was believed to
drive out evil and bring peace.78
The next stone, ligure, presents a bit of a conundrum. It is unknown precisely which
gemstone this is; from Late Antiquity through modern times, theologians, philosophers, and
scholars alike are uncertain what ligure is. In an Armenian version of De Gemmis, amethyst is
associated with “ligron,” which is ligure, and it is suggested that lyncurium is the Latin
equivalent of “ligron.”79
Pliny, writing around AD 77, says of lyncurium—not to be confused with amber,
which is also named lyncurium—“The stone is said to have the same fiery colour as amber, to
be capable of being engraved…I for my part am of the opinion that the whole story is false
and that no gemstone bearing this name has been seen in our time.”80 Interestingly, Pliny
notes that amber could be used as an amulet for babies as well as for anyone as a way to help
with wild distraction and strangury, and even when blended with water and ingested it could
help with the stomach.81
Epiphanius believes that ligure is really jacinth and explains that this stone has such
properties that even if the stone is wrapped in a cloth and both are put on embers, neither
would be harmed.82 Ligure is also believed to aid women in childbirth; the woman giving
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birth, if a stone was near them, would have patience, an easy birth, and would not experience
phantasmagoria.83
Epiphanius also mentions bloodstone, which was used in the first centuries of Late
Antiquity, although in those instances it was the second name of the stone hematite.
Epiphanius, however, is using bloodstone to refer to porphyry.84 Regardless of this difference,
the stone is still said to be beneficial for those who have cramped or swollen stomachs. 85
The final stone that Epiphanius speaks of is onyx, so called because it could be found
near sacred places and was pure and smooth.86 However, it is clear that the stone he is
speaking of is not what we today would call onyx. Based on the colors described, this would
be sardonyx, because onyx as we accept it today, is not “red and somewhat dark” as
Epiphanius describes it.87 The stone was known to be a favorite of queens and wealthy
individuals; they would make jewelry and goblets of the stone.88
In the description of these four stones, Epiphanius, a fourth century Christian bishop,
records some of the same ideas associated with gynecological amulets of earlier centuries.
Sardion, a red stone, was recorded to heal wounds and cure tumors. Two stones related to
sardion, sardonyx, a green stone that helps with stomach pain, and sardakad, a white stone
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that was believed to prevent evil and bring peace, present ideas that were related to Chnoubis
gems. The second stone is ligure and it functioned specifically as an object that would help
pregnant women give birth easily. Bloodstone, a red stone, is said to help with an upset
stomach. And lastly, onyx is mentioned as being a stone quite popular for jewelry. While
amulets and the use of gemstones for medicinal purposes seem to have been a problem for
Chrysostom, Epiphanius seems to recognize and accept the stones as having medicinal
properties.
In the sixth and seventh centuries there were still physicians prescribing amulets for
medicinal use to help a variety of ailments. Paul of Aegina and Aetios of Amida in particular
dealt with gynecology. Little is known about Paul of Aegina other than that he lived in the
seventh century, likely in Alexandria, and specialized in women’s health.89 Paul’s Seven
Books, written in Greek, details many issues a woman may have when she wishes to be or not
to be pregnant, as well as what to do after the child is born and how to help with a variety of
illnesses. Paul does not do much to continue the tradition of amulet use for medical purposes,
but there are a couple instances in this text in which he prescribes an amulet. To cure epilepsy
he suggests the use of gagate among other things, but how the stone should be applied is not
explained. In another section he speaks about healing issues of the stomach by using jasper.
He says, “a necklace of green jasper appended from the neck, so as to touch the stomach, is of
great use.”90 As discussed earlier, the tradition of using green jasper for stomach issues goes
back to Hellenistic times and King Nechepso.
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More is known about Aetios of Amida, likely because he was the court physician
during the reign of Justinian (527-565 AD).91 It was during this position that he took it upon
himself to write an encyclopedia of all medical knowledge up to the beginning of the sixth
century.92 Aetios trained at a medical school in Alexandria where he would have studied the
works of classical philosophers as well as the medical texts of Galen and Hippocrates. 93 His
book The Tetrabiblon contained a history of known medical practices, but it also documented
his own knowledge of “internal medicine, surgery, obstetrics, gynecology, and
ophthalmology.” 94 He provided pharmaceutical and physical remedies that mixed the medical
traditions of Hippocrates with “Christian mysticism, pagan superstition, magic formulas,
methodist dogma, and a blind narrow faith in Galenism.”95
His sixteenth book deals solely with gynecology and women, similar to Paul’s Seven
Books. Like Paul, Aetios prescribes gemstones as healing agents. During Aetios’ time and
perhaps earlier there was a concern that a woman’s milk might spoil. To treat this Aetios
prescribed a milk stone to be tied and carried by the woman as an amulet, or else it could be
dissolved in water and drunk.96
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He wrote a chapter specifically for pregnant women who miscarry in the second and
third month seemingly without any reason and detailed what they should do to remedy this.
He states that it could be because the “acetabula of the cotyledons are full of mucus” and
cannot hold the fetus.97 He provides a list of remedies mostly involving drugs that will absorb
mucus from the entire body and allow the fetus to take hold.98 He also suggests that the
miscarriage could be due to a natural weakness of the uterus for which he prescribes several
different things, one of which is to stir the burnt skin of a hedgehog with water and wine and
to have the woman drink. He suggests that an eagle stone be tied around the “belly to protect
both the foetus and the parturient,” and specifying in particular that it will keep the uterus
from weakening.99 He gives several other remedies, but towards the end of his list he
mentions the use of sardonyx. He states, “The sardonyx stone is to be hung around the upper
abdomen until the labor pains occur; then it should be removed.” 100 It is not stated why
sardonyx was to be used, but based on the historical tradition it is not at all surprising to find
that in the sixth century Aetios would be recommending sardonyx to prevent miscarriage.
Gems in the Judeo-Christian Tradition

Even though some church officials, theologians, and political leaders were against the
medical use of gemstones, gemstones are mentioned in the Bible and thus carried certain
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potent associations for Christians. In scripture, gems are mentioned as an adornment for holy
objects and often indicated the holy or heavenly. There are five instances in the Bible that are
relevant to this research: Exodus 28:15-20, Revelations 21:10-11, 18-20 and 4:3, and Ezekiel
28:13.101 Although sardonyx does not figure prominently in these texts, other red stones, such
as sardius and cornelian, are specifically mentioned. Moreover, the biblical texts provide the
foundation for Christian ideas about gemstones and were the subject of commentaries by
Epiphanius of Salamis and Andrew of Caesarea, to be discussed below.
In Ezekiel 28:13 the Garden of Eden is described very briefly. Precious stones such as
sardius, topaz, diamond, beryl, onyx, jasper, sapphire or lapis lazuli, emerald, and carbuncle
are said to be used as coverings. God speaks to the King of Tyre; He says that when the king
was in Eden he used the gemstones as coverings. In this context, it is possible that they were
used as clothes or blankets, or they were sewn into clothes or blankets. Regardless of their
function, the king was surrounded by luxury because he was in Eden. Not only that, because
the stones were known in Eden and specifically linked, it is likely that these stones were
believed to be directly connected to the Garden of Eden and God.
The passage that most directly links God to gemstones can be found in Revelations
4:3. Describing his vision of God seated upon a throne in heaven, John says, “And he who sat
there had the appearance of jasper and carnelian, and around the throne was a rainbow that
had the appearance of an emerald.” In this single verse, God is linked to the radiance and
magnificence of jasper and carnelian—both gemstones that were traditionally used for
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gynecological amulets, and carnelian was related to Heracles amulets, which were also made
of sardonyx.
In Exodus 25, God tells Moses to have the Israelites build a Tabernacle to God’s
specifications (1-8). Aaron and his sons were to be priests and sacred garments were to be
made for Aaron (28:2). Aaron was to have a breastplate set with twelve gems and each was to
be engraved with the name of one of the twelve tribes of Israel (28:17-21). In verses 17-21
God details what the “breastpiece of judgement” is to look like. The passage reads:

‘“You shall set in it four rows of stones. A row of sardius, topaz, and carbuncles shall
be the first row (17); and the second row an emerald, a sapphire, and a diamond (18);
and the third row a jacinth, an agate, and an amethyst (19); and the fourth row a beryl,
an onyx, and a jasper (20). They shall be set in gold filigree. There shall be twelve
stones with their names according to the names of the sons of Israel. They shall be like
signets, each engraved with its name, for the twelve tribes (21).”’
These same stones, or many of the same stones, are mentioned once more in
Revelations 21:18-20. Here John describes the heavenly city of New Jerusalem. He explains
that the walls of the city were made of jasper and the entire “city was pure gold, like clear
glass (18).” The twelve foundations of the wall were covered or adorned with different
gemstones. They are in order as follows, jasper, sapphire, agate, emerald, onyx, carnelian,
chrysolite, beryl, topaz, chrysoprase, jacinth, amethyst (19-20).102 Each of the twelve
foundations had a name of one of the twelve apostles (14). The city had twelve gates, three on
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each one of the four walls, and each gate had a name of one of the twelve tribes of Israel (1213). Each gate was made of a single pearl, and the streets were pure gold (21).
In De Gemmis, Epiphanius of Salamis not only took it upon himself enumerate the
twelve stones, discussing their properties and medical uses, but he then discusses them a
second time where he identifies each stone with one of the tribes of Israel and provides an
allegorical interpretation of the stone’s significance (28:21). For example, Epiphanius
explains that the name of Benjamin should be placed on the twelfth and final stone of onyx,
which according to its color sounds likely to be sardonyx. This is in part because the stone
was loved by royalty, who would make drinking vessels from it, but also because it was the
last stone mentioned for Aaron’s breastplate. Epiphanius associates this with Benjamin
because he was the last and most beloved of Jacob’s sons, but also because the apostle Paul is
from the line of Benjamin. He states:
After all the apostles, there appeared as the chosen one Paul the apostle from the tribe
of Benjamin: just as Benjamin was the last of his brothers, so was this one (Paul)
chosen later and, like Benjamin, was he beloved of all, like the gem onyx. So, too,
Paul the apostle was fair and beloved of the churches and the chosen vessel of all the
faithful; just as the gem onyx is beloved of kings and brides and they prepare from it
their drinking vessels.103
In a study of Epiphanius’ De Gemmis, Dominic Janes concludes that for Epiphanius these
jewels were “symbolically blessed” and could have functioned similarly to relics. 104 Thus, one
can infer that it was the sanctification of the gems from God’s dictation of their inclusion on
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Aaron’s breastplate that would allow them to function like relics with the ability to heal and
cure.105
Epiphanius’ explanation and interpretation of the gems on Aaron’s breastplate in
Exodus was highly influential on the later commentaries by Andrew of Caesarea on the book
of Revelations, where the gemstones are mentioned in connection with the heavenly city of
New Jerusalem. Very little is known about the life of Andrew of Caesarea, only that he was
the archbishop of Caesarea (c. 563-637), an important metropolis that was second only to
Constantinople, in the late sixth or early seventh century. 106 It has been suggested that the
Patriarch of Constantinople, Sergios I (610-638), is likely to have commissioned Andrew’s
commentaries on Revelations.107 His commentary on Revelations is the first Greek
commentary accepted as Orthodox, and was widely accepted; a man named Oikoumenios
living in the late sixth century is the author of the only known work to have predated
Andrew’s commentary, and could likely be the reason for the commission of Andrew’s
work.108 As Eugenia Scarvelis Constantinou notes, “Andrew’s commentary was earnestly
translated, prodigiously copied, and became the standard and authoritative Eastern Christian
Commentary on Revelation.”109
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Andrew made extensive use of Epiphanius’ De Gemmis when he comments on the
passages in Revelations that mention gemstones. In Revelations 4:4 God is equated to jasper
and carnelian; Andrew explains that God is related to jasper because pale green, like the
evergreen, is associated with creating new life.110 Andrew also quotes Epiphanius and says
that like jasper, God evokes fear in wild beasts and phantoms.111 When relating God to
carnelian, again he cites Epiphanius saying that as the stone heals a wound from iron God will
spiritually heal all who receive Him.112
As Epiphanius did for the tribes of Israel, Andrew does for the Apostles (Rev. 21:1920); Andrew even acknowledges that Epiphanius did this first in De Gemmis.113 Andrew
relates each of the twelve foundations of Heavenly Jerusalem to one of the twelve apostles.
The properties of the gemstones are related to the characteristics of the apostles and the
apostle is then assigned accordingly. He says that this was not done to isolate or separate the
apostles, but rather to bring greater distinction to their identity as a whole as apostles and
show them to be “closely connected to one another like a chain.”114 Thus, the tradition of
gemstones having healing properties continued to be known and understood through Late
Antiquity and on into the early Byzantine period. This was shown through the biblical
commentaries of both Epiphanius of Salamis and Andrew of Caesarea, in which both interpret
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the gemstones listed in the Bible in ways that reconcile the medical powers attributed to the
gems in antiquity with a Christian world view.
Another theologian, Hypatius of Ephesus, who was an archbishop (531-538) and NeoPlatonic theologian during the reign of Justinian, presents a specific reason why ancient
traditions are permitted to mix with scripture.115 He says:
[Scripture] leads Israel away from sacrifices to the idols but allows them to make these
[sacrifices] to God. And it names a certain “Queen of the Heavens” although there
exists no other king except Him who truly is king of kings in heaven and on earth. But
it also mentions stars and uses pagan Greek language [as well as concepts], calling
some of them Pleiad and Bear and Orion, but it does not lower itself to any of the
myths and stories told about them by the Greeks, since it knows well and sings the
praise of Him who “numbers the multitude of the stars and gives names to all of
them.” It teaches those who cannot otherwise learn them, the same stars with the help
of the nomenclature which they know and use.
Hypatius knows and understands that the Bible does indeed reference pagan ideas, but not as
a way to condone the ideas, but rather as a tool through which those holding pagan beliefs
may be led to God when the same action is given to God. While Hypatius does not speak
directly of gemstones, the reason could be applied to them. The reference to gemstones in the
Bible and then the application of their properties as given by the ancients, blends the
traditions and allows those who have a common understanding of the stones to be informed of
a Christian context, such as their relationship to the apostles and the tribes of Israel, thus
leading them to God.
Brilliant lighting was also thought to have the ability to bring one closer to God,
because light was understood to be a manifestation of God. This was a common idea
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circulated among Byzantine theologians, although they were speaking of “uncreated light.”116
This concept comes from Neo-Platonic thought. The term Neo-Platonism is modern and
indicates continuation of Platonism typically dated from the third century AD, when Plotinus
created a new philosophical system, to the closing of the Academy in Athens by Justinian in
AD 529. Many philosophers classified as Neo-Platonists were pagan and would not have
expected their thoughts to inform a Christian tradition. However, as can be seen with
Hypatius of Ephesus, it was not unheard of to have a Christian Neo-Platonist. Concepts, such
as the idea of beauty and elevation of spirit through light, influenced Byzantine theologians,
specifically in terms of how art would have been understood.
It has been well established that in Greco-Roman antiquity as well as in the Byzantine
Empire the concept of color was not understood exactly as we understand it today. 117 We
focus primarily on the hue of an object, whereas Ancients and Byzantines would focus
primarily on an object’s brightness, glitter, and reflectance.118 Plotinus, the first Neo-Platonist
“has been regarded as the founder of aesthetics through his discussions of beauty.” 119 His
belief that “light and brightness act as a bridge between the terrestrial and celestial” was a
concept shared by many Neo-Platonists, as well as Byzantine theologians.120
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Hypatius of Ephesus speaks about the idea of elevation through light in a letter he
wrote to Julian the bishop of Atramytium. He explains his views and thoughts about the use of
lavish decorations and images in churches, an issue that was then under debate. He states:
We, too, allow even material adornment in the sanctuaries, not because we believe that
God considers gold and silver and silken vestments and gem-studded vessels
venerable and sacred but because we permit each order of the faithful to be guided and
led up to the divine being in a manner appropriate to it [the order] because we think
that some people are guided even by these [gold, silver, etc.] towards the intelligible
beauty and from the abundant light in the sanctuaries to the intelligible and immaterial
light.121
Thus, the inclusion of vessels studded with gems in Hypatius’ list of material adornments of
the church indicates that for Christian Neo-Platonic philosophers, the physical beauty and
luminous qualities of gemstones made them potentially useful tools in leading worshippers up
towards the immaterial light and spiritual beauty of God.
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CHAPTER 4: THE CAMEOS: MATERIAL, IMAGE, AND INSCRIPTION

The preceding discussion has demonstrated that despite official condemnation by the
Church, ancient beliefs concerning the medical efficacy of gemstones survived into the
Christian era. This is demonstrated in the writings of authors such as Epiphanius of Salamis,
Andrew of Caesarea, and Aetios of Amida, as well as the surviving Gorgon/Chnoubis gems
discussed by Vikan. At the same time, biblical references to gemstones imbued them with
associations with God, saints, and heavenly Jerusalem, while their luminous qualities allowed
them to function as material aids to worship for such Neo-Platonic writers as Hypatius of
Ephesus. Viewed against this background, the convergence of material, image, and inscription
on the Annunciation cameos strongly suggest that they too functioned as amulets, but ones
that clearly identified Christ as the source of their power to achieve and maintain pregnancy,
whether physical or spiritual, for their female owners.
Material and Color

The material and colors of the Annunciation cameos show direct links to the Late
Antique tradition of gynecological amulets. The cameos are made of sardonyx that is a
combination of three colors. The outermost layer in most cases is a reddish brown and the
deepest layer of the cameos is a dark blue that is nearly black. Between the two is a layer of
white. The cameos are cut so that the figures appear to be reddish and white on a dark
background.
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The choice of sardonyx appears significant in light of earlier traditions associated with
stones of these colors, and sardonyx in particular. As discussed previously, sardonyx was
associated with Heracles from the Archaic period, and in Late Antiquity Heracles appeared on
stones of red jasper, and carnelian. Some of these stones with Heracles had the image of the
uterus and were therefore associated with gynecology (Fig. 24-25). The use of sardonyx for
gynecological purposes also survived in the text by Aetios of Amida; he prescribed the use of
the stone to be hung and resting on the abdomen while pregnant in order to prevent
miscarriage.122 It was also in Late Antiquity when Socrates and Dionysius prescribed a black
onyx to help with pregnancy and breastfeeding.123 Thus the background of the cameos, since
it is dark blue and almost black, could be associated with the black onyx which would have
been used in Late Antiquity for pregnancy when inscribed with Chnoubis. It is also possible,
as Attilio Mastrocinque suggests, that when Chnoubis was inscribed on a white stone, it
would have been understood to assist with breastfeeding. 124 This is a tradition that could have
easily been absorbed into the Annunciation cameos.
Iconography

The material of the cameos is linked to the prevention of miscarriage. However, the
stone is not blank; it contains an image of the Annunciation to Mary and also displays an
inscription from Luke 1:28. The image of the Annunciation on the cameos combines two
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scriptural traditions; one of them biblical, and the other apocryphal. As we find in Luke 1, the
Archangel Gabriel travels to Nazareth to find a woman named Mary who is of David’s
lineage (26-27). When he finds Mary, he greets her as highly favored and informs her that she
is to have a child and will name him Jesus (28-31).
The apocryphal Protoevangelium of James expands upon the biblical tradition. The
Protevangelium of James was one of the earliest and most influential of the apocryphal
gospels. There are over 100 extant Greek copies, and translations have been found in Syriac,
Ethiopic, Georgian, Sahidic, Old Church Slavonic, Armenian, and possibly Latin (it was
banned in the West because it included Joseph’s first marriage).125 The Greek text is believed
to have been created in the second part of the second century and some of the translations date
as early as the third century.126
Elaborating on the gospel account, the Protoevangelium of James provides details
about what Mary was doing when Gabriel arrived. The story in the apocryphal gospels starts
with Mary being chosen by temple priests to weave the scarlet and purple wool for the veil of
the temple (10:1-2). Back at her home, she had finished spinning the scarlet and decided to go
outside to fill the water pitcher (10:2-11:1). While outside she hears a voice exclaim that she
is highly favored, but can see no one (11:1). She goes inside, sits down, and picks up the
purple to begin spinning; it is at this moment that Gabriel appears (11:1). From the fifth
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century the apocryphal gospel influenced images of the Annunciation, which began to show
Mary holding the purple wool.127
The apocryphal story continued to be influential throughout much of the Byzantine
period, and this can be seen with the sixth-seventh century Annunciation cameos (Figs. 1-6).
In all six cameos Mary, in a simple tunic, is shown standing in front of a chair on the left of
the composition and Gabriel is on the right. Gabriel’s right knee is bent as if to show
movement and that he is just now coming to speak with Mary. Mary’s right hand is raised and
in five of the images her left hand is at waist level and holding thread that travels down to a
skein of wool in the basket at her feet. Gabriel has his right hand raised in a salutary gesture
towards Mary and his left holds a staff. Both Mary and Gabriel are nimbed, and Gabriel’s
wings are clearly visible.
Representations of the Annunciation with both Mary and Gabriel standing are an early
Byzantine iconographic development. Prior to this, Mary was shown seated with Gabriel
standing; Figures 31 and 32 are two examples. Figure 31 is the earliest example that is
believed to be an image of the Annunciation. It is part of a narrative cycle found in the
Catacombs of Priscilla and is dated between the second and fourth century. A fifth-century
example of this composition type can be found in mosaic form in the Roman church of Santa
Maria Maggiore (Fig. 32). In both examples Mary is seated as Gabriel approaches, and her
head is slightly higher than Gabriel’s even though he is standing. The composition is similar
to compositions Roman emperors would use, expressing a hierarchical ordering of the figures
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by making the emperor larger and more important even though he is seated while everyone
else stands (Fig. 33). Thus, Mary, when seated, is put in the position of a ruler or queen and
Gabriel in the role of a noble calling on royalty.
The composition with both Mary and Gabriel standing that developed in the sixth
century was utilized by artists using a variety of media: sculpture, fresco, illuminated
manuscripts, and of course portable objects, such as seal stones, cameos, finger rings,
enkolpia, and pilgrimage tokens. Both the Rabbula Gospels and the so-called Grado Ivories
provide examples of the standing Annunciation composition being used outside of portable
objects, but they also demonstrate that variety was possible within the basic iconographic
type. In both of these examples, Mary is in front of an architectural backdrop and both figures
are in a ¾-profile view, which is distinctly different from the iconography present on the
cameos.
The Rabbula Gospels, dated to 586, is a Syriac gospel book. The Annunciation is not
what one might expect (Fig. 34). The Annunciation is not the sole focus, but rather it shares
the spotlight with two other figures as well as the Canon Tables. The table separates Mary and
Gabriel; Mary is on the right and Gabriel is on the left. Mary stands in front of a brown chair
and a basket. Wool extends from Mary’s hand to the basket that is slightly behind her and on
the ground. Both Gabriel and Mary have their right hand raised in the same gesture. Gabriel,
in three quarters profile view, is clearly approaching; his foot is lifted as if caught mid-step.
Mary is viewed frontally, but her eyes look to Gabriel. Mary is slightly shorter than Gabriel,
but she stands on a porch in front of her house, making both figures of similar height. While
both figures are in ¾-profile view, Mary appears a more important focal point than Gabriel.
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Mary takes up more space compositionally because she is connected to the house behind her,
which draws focus to her.
The “Grado Ivories” (Fig. 35) are so called because they were once believed to belong
to a group of ivories that adorned a throne that was given by Emperor Heraclius (610-641) as
a gift for the Cathedral of Grado.128 However, this claim has been disputed and the exact use
of these ivories remains in question. The panel of the Annunciation shows Gabriel
approaching on the left and Mary standing on the right in front of an architectural structure. A
basket of wool is to the right of her feet. Gabriel’s right hand is raised and his left holds a
staff. Mary’s stance is defensive and submissive; she appears to be taking up as little space as
possible. Her head is bowed, perhaps only to look at Gabriel. Mary, if standing upright instead
of having her head slightly bowed, would be at least half a head taller than Gabriel, and both
are standing on the same ground line. In this composition, Mary’s response to Gabriel’s news
is communicated through the difference between their postures. Even though Mary is taller,
her posture and stance say that Gabriel is clearly in control of the situation.
While the same basic iconography can be found on a number of portable objects, some
portable objects display features that clearly distinguish the Annunciation adorning them from
the examples in the Rabbula Gospels and the so-called Grado ivories. When found on portable
objects the background is blank, there is not an architectural scene as there was in the image
in the Rabbula Gospels or the so-called Grado ivories.
What is also unique to small portable objects is the alignment of the basket of wool, an
overhead cross, and Gabriel’s gesturing hand. This creates a spatial boundary between the two
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figures; it is not a large barrier, but it is enough to draw attention to the space between the two
figures ensuring that distance was properly maintained. Not only does this provide a spatial
boundary, but it also creates a more symmetrical composition. Almost directly above the
basket of wool one finds a cross. In terms of the Annunciation cameos, this cross is in the
perimeter and comes before the beginning of the inscription that encircles the scene.
However, on many other portable objects the cross appears to be the only object in what
would be the sky. Not only are those two objects lined up, but Gabriel’s hand is typically on
the same vertical line but in between the cross and the basket.
This composition can be found on some finger rings that have the Annunciation
inscribed onto the bezel (Fig. 36) and also some pilgrimage tokens (Fig. 37). Many, though,
only have two out of the three components, such as the amulet from the Benaki Museum (Fig.
38) and the enkolpion from the Antikensammlung in Berlin (Fig 39). In the compositions that
do not have all three components, whenever the wool is in the center either Gabriel’s hand or
the cross are directly overhead. The seal stone is an interesting case, because while there is
not wool visible, the basket in the center is presumably Mary’s basket that would hold the
wool she is to weave. It is also quite common for both Mary and Gabriel to be standing facing
each other. There are only a few instances on these portable objects in which Mary is seated
(Fig. 37, 39-40), and even fewer where the figures of Mary and Gabriel are looking out at the
viewer and not at each other (Fig. 39).
What separates the six Annunciation cameos from the rest of the portable objects is
the strict profile view, the consistent pose, and the encircling inscription. The image on the
cameos shows Mary and Gabriel in a strict profile view. Mary and Gabriel are standing,
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locking eyes, with a similar gesture. This creates a strong sense of symmetry that
distinguishes the cameos from many of the other objects and serves to emphasize the strong
central axis. Furthermore, the cameos also contain an inscription encircling the scene, which
other portable objects lack.
Inscription

The inscription that appears on four out of the six cameos reproduces the Greek text of
Luke 1:28: XAIPE KEXAPITOMENH O KC META COY or XEPE KAIXAPITOMENH O
KC META COY. It is commonly translated as “Greetings, favored one, the Lord is with you.”
A literal translation is “Rejoice, favored one, the Lord is with you.” The difference between
the literal translation and the common translation stems from the opening word, Χαῖρε. Χαῖρε
comes from the Greek verb χαῖρω, which means to rejoice and was commonly used as a
greeting. This is hoq Jerome translated it in the Vulgate, “Ave,” which means “Greetings” or
“Hail.”
The inscription, while not entirely unique to the Annunciation cameos, is not found on
many of the known portable objects with the Annunciation. Moreover, those that do display
the inscription show considerable variety in its length and placement, as the following three
examples from the sixth and seventh centuries demonstrate.129
The first two, dating to the sixth century, are both pilgrimage objects from the Monza
Cathedral Treasury. Figure 41 is a clay pilgrimage token that shows the Annunciation while
129
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Mary is at the well, a very rare iconographic type. Gabriel flies in from the left and Mary is
kneeling at a spring on the right to collect water. The inscription, directly below Gabriel is
only XEPE KAIXAPITOMENH, or “Greetings, favored one.” There is also an inscription
around the perimeter that translates as “Blessing of the Mother of God of the rock
Boudiam.”130 Figure 42 is a pilgrimage ampulla with christological scenes. The Annunciation
occurs on the top left and shows Mary standing on the right in front of her chair and Gabriel
approaching from the right. Hanging in the air between Mary and Gabriel is an abbreviated
inscription, just the word XEPE. Given the context of the objects—both were for pilgrims
who traveled to the holy site of the Annunciation—it is likely that the inscription would have
functioned as a way to show devotion to Mary, just as Gabriel did, and by doing so, the owner
would receive Mary’s blessings.131
The third example is from the Christian Schmidt Collection in Munich and dates to the
sixth or seventh century (Fig. 40); it is a medallion of gold sheet likely worn as an enkolpion.
Enkolpia are pendants that hung from a chain worn around the neck and were used to house a
small relic. They could be worn by both men and women, and showed the owner’s piety. 132
They were also believed to protect the wearer from spiritual and bodily harm.133
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There are two discs that would have hung back to back with the image facing out. The
obverse is a married couple, and the reverse has four scenes distributed with the Annunciation
in the top two thirds and the bottom two thirds showing the Visitation, Nativity, and the
incident with Salome the midwife. The Annunciation shows Mary seated on the right and
Gabriel approaching from the left. The inscription (XAIPE KEXAPITOMENH O KC META
COY) runs along the perimeter of Annunciation and does not break the ground line of the
scene. A cross superimposed on a christogram is directly above Gabriel’s hand, but it is inside
the inscription. It has been suggested that the two medallions when taken together present the
general “prayer” asking that the bride “have the social graces of a princess, and…be blessed
like Mary the mother of Christ.”134
As with these three objects, the cameos too contain the inscription referencing the
moment Gabriel greets Mary. On the pilgrimage objects the inscription is next to Gabriel, as if
indicating it was he who spoke the words, while on the medallion the phrase arcs above the
scene of the Annunciation, similar to a rainbow. This format is closer to the composition of
the cameos, in which the entire scene of the Annunciation is encircled. However, the
Chnoubis gems from Late Antiquity share the most similarities with the placement of the
inscription than the other early Byzantine objects. The inscription on the cameos encloses the
scene, much the same way the Soroor Formula and the Egyptian ouroboros formed the
perimeter of some of the Chnoubis amulets (Fig. 9). Thus even the inscription represents a
synthesis of both Late Antique and early Byzantine ideas: the placement of the inscription
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from Late Antiquity and the inscription of Luke 1:28 from other early Byzantine portable
objects believed to be imbued with a sense of the holy.

CHAPTER 5: MARY AND MIMESIS

Between the fourth and seventh centuries, pilgrimage to sites associated with the life
of Christ and Christian saints and martyrs was an important part of Byzantine devotional
practice.135 These sites were understood to be places imbued with holy power and were
believed to bring a person in closer contact with the holy. 136 Gary Vikan has argued that this
power could be harnessed by the pilgrim in the form of a blessing obtained through “ritualized
mimetic identification.”137 Mimesis literally means to imitate or mimic, but in this context,
Vikan means that the pilgrim would identify with a saint or holy figure and imitate their
actions, thus accessing the power of the holy site. This can be done immaterially, or without a
material object as an aid.138 For example a pilgrim could throw stones at the grave of Goliath
to gain a blessing, which reenacts the moment David killed Goliath.139 Or it could be done
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materially, with the use of a pilgrimage token, or contact relic as an aid. 140 Some of these
tokens had images upon them, and these welcomed the pilgrim to access the holy power
through reenacting the same action upon the token, as well as “through the blessed substance”
of the token.141
In an article from 1999, Ann van Dijk examined a group of Annunciation images
inscribed with the angel’s words of greeting in Luke 1:28 and proposed that such images
could encourage mimesis.142 She argued that the act of reading the inscription encouraged
their owners to adopt Gabriel’s words as a means to venerate Mary and ask for her
intercession. Her argument is supported by an examination of Patristic and later Greek
commentary on the angelic salutation in homilies and hymns. Van Dijk examined the writings
of many, but the most pertinent to the topic at hand are the works of a fifth-century writer,
Theodotus of Ancyra, and those of Romanos the Melodist of the sixth century. Both
incorporated the angelic salutation and variations on it into their texts in ways that encouraged
the reader/listener to address Mary using the same words. 143 This argument can be further
supported by the scholarship of Nicholas P. Constas. He explains that Luke 1:28 was used in
many sermons on the Annunciation to create a “ceaseless invocation” from the congregation
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in praise of Mary, just as Gabriel had done.144 According to van Dijk, the mimetic action
placed those adopting the words of the angelic salutation in Gabriel’s place; as he had
addressed Mary during the Annunciation, so they addressed Mary in the same fashion.
Analyzing the inscribed Annunciation images in the light of this literary tradition as well as
the artistic contexts in which they appear, she concludes, “From her role as Mother of God,
Mary earns both the angel’s praise and her power to mediate. Inspired by the image and
inscription together to address Mary with the words of the angel, the viewer petitions Mary to
use her power to intercede on his or her behalf.”145
While van Dijk’s argument considers the act of mimesis to be significant, she has only
considered the imitation of the Angel Gabriel as he greets Mary. However, Gabriel is one of
the archangels, who were known during the Late Antique and early Byzantine period to be
incorporeal and made of natural forces.146 Angels were “without the anchor of [an] incarnate
being” and their images referred to “the paradox of bodilessness and immateriality made
momentarily and partially known.” 147 This information brings into question how closely
Christians of this time period could have related to Gabriel.
What van Dijk did not consider was the possibility that Mary could also offer a model
for viewers to imitate. This is not a significant flaw when one is considering the appearance of
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the phrase in sermons, hymns and images within the Church because in this public context it
seems plausible that the angelic salutation would serve as a means to promote the officially
sanctioned veneration of Mary. However, when looking at the image upon small private
portable objects, specifically the cameos, it is necessary to consider that women could have
been using such objects, and it is quite possible that they would have been identified more
closely with Mary than with Gabriel.
After the declaration of Mary as Theotokos, or Mother of God, at the Council of
Ephesus in 431, the cult of Mary grew quickly in Constantinople. Her influence is evident
when one considers the number of churches dedicated to her, the relics present within said
churches, as well as the numerous hymns and homilies, and feasts in her honor.148 She even
found support from the imperial government.149 In contrast to Cameron’s statement that Mary,
in the sixth century, is not yet “the humble submissive Virgin,” evidence such as hymns and
homilies that will be discussed shortly, suggest that she was identified as a chaste and
obedient human mother of Christ, making her the ideal model for young women to emulate. 150
Mary as the Antithesis of Eve
The Annunciation was commonly understood by theologians to reference Mary’s
unique status among women. It was Mary’s acceptance of God’s word that canceled out Eve’s
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disobedience, allowing mankind to be redeemed. Mary’s acceptance was necessary for the
Incarnation, or the act of God becoming human and entering into the world as a man, to take
on mankind’s sin. The idea of Mary as the new Eve can be seen as early as the 2 nd century and
continues to this day. Justin the Martyr, a 2nd century theologian, is the first known theologian
to have “introduced the antithesis Eve–Mary”; although it is believed that the idea did not
originate with him.151 Three influential theologians of the fourth to sixth centuries, Ephraim
the Syrian, Cyril of Alexandria, and Romanos the Melodist, developed this idea. All three
praise Mary for the role she plays in bringing life to mankind by becoming the Mother of
God, but also by emphasizing her contrast with Eve.
Ephraim the Syrian, deacon at the church at Edessa, is likely the most widely
recognized theologian from Syria writing during the fourth century. In his homily, “The
Homily on our Lord,” he briefly presents the idea of Mary being the new Eve. He says:
She [Eve] is the vine whose fence death broke down with her own hands in order to
sample her fruit. And Eve, who had been mother of all the living, became a fountain of
death for all the living. But Mary, the new shoot, sprouted from Eve, the old vine, and
new life dwelt in her.152
Ephraim is recalling that Eve samples fruit from the Tree in Eden, and by doing so creates sin
through her disobedience to God. She and Adam are banished from Eden, and Eve becomes
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the source of death for all mankind. Ephraim is using this metaphor to show that Mary,
though from the same lineage as Eve, brings life to mankind.
Cyril of Alexandria, Patriarch of Alexandria from 412-444, puts it differently. He
says:
Understand that the Only-begotten was made flesh; that He endured to be born of a
woman for our sakes, to put away the curse pronounced upon the first woman: for to
her it was said “In pains shalt thou bring forth children:” for it was as bringing forth
unto death, that they endured the sting of death. But because a woman has brought
forth in the flesh the Immanuel, who is Life, the power of the curse is loosed, and
along with death have ceased also the pains that earthly mothers had to endure in
bringing forth.153
Here Cyril explains that because Mary carried and gave birth to Christ, she undid the curse of
both death and pain that Eve brought upon women and mankind.
Romanos the Melodist, writing in the sixth century, created several kontakia dealing
with the Incarnation of God. Romanos was born in Syria to a Jewish family, but converted to
Christianity and went to Constantinople while still a child.154 Romanos is credited with the
creation of the kontákion, which essentially is a homily in verse form. 155 He has been credited
with 1000 hymns, but the manuscripts only contain eighty-five with his name.156 His kontakia
rely on and were influenced by prominent figures from both the Syriac and Greek tradition,
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such as Ephraim the Syrian, John Chrysostom, pseudo-Chrysostom, Proclus, Eusebios of
Alexandria, Cyril of Alexandria, Clement of Alexandria, and Basil of Seleukeia. 157
Two of Romanos’ Kontakia detail the Annunciation and one details the Nativity of
Mary.158 In all three Mary is praised for the part she plays in the incarnation of God: she
accepts the word of God that came through Gabriel’s salutation. There are not any clear
connections between Mary and Eve in these three Kontakia though, but the connection is
mentioned in the Akathistos Hymn most often attributed to Romanos. 159 The Akathistos
Hymn was inspired by the mystery of the Incarnation and is primarily about Mary’s role. 160
In the first strophe of the Hymn, Gabriel, a bodiless chief angel, is sent from heaven to
Mary. He exclaims, “Hail” and then continues to praise her when he realizes God was “taking
on a body” within her:
“Hail, through whom joy shall shine forth;
Hail, through whom the curse shall cease;
Hail, recalling of fallen Adam;
Hail, deliverance of the tears of Eve;
…
Hail, since you bear him who bears all;
Hail, star causing the sun to shine;
Hail, womb of the divine Incarnation;
Hail, through whom the creation is made new;
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Hail, through whom the Creator is worshipped;
Hail, bride unwedded.”161
Romanos clearly understands the Mary-Eve parallel and puts it to use in the Akathistos
Hymn, which was widely popular and is still used to this day.
From Late Antiquity to the early Byzantine period theologians compared Mary and
Eve. Mary was viewed as the positive to Eve’s negative. Mary was able to give women and
mankind a second chance when she became the Mother of God. She helped to bring the
promise of eternal life to mankind by carrying Christ as her child. Mary was revered for her
part in the Incarnation.
Mary as Pregnant Mother

The Annunciation was generally understood to be the moment Mary conceived Christ,
making her the ideal model for women desiring to become pregnant, whether spiritually or
physically. A spiritual pregnancy is essentially the idea is that when a woman becomes so
aligned with Mary—a virgin and pious—she will receive the same blessings as Mary. These
women would have accepted the salutation on the cameos to be an indication that they had
found favor with God, just as Mary had found favor with God. This is supported by the
sermons of Atticus, a patriarch of Constantinople from 406-425. As the bishop of
Constantinople, he was John Chrysostom’s second successor and an influential voice within
the Council of Ephesus in 431, where Mary earned the title Theotokos.
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In a Christmas sermon Atticus explained how virgins could mystically receive Christ
as Mary had. He said, “women, you who have been renewed in Christ, who have cast off
every stain of sin and have partaken of blessing in the most-holy Mary: you also may receive
Him in the womb of faith, the one who is born today of the Virgin.” 162 Empress Pulcheria is a
prime example. She was a devout virgin and believed that the reception of Christ into her
womb confirmed that women were a dignified sex.163 This is indicated by a recorded
confrontation between Pulcheria and Nestorius, who at that of the time of the conflict was the
newly elected bishop of Constantinople. Pulcheria had entered the sanctuary on Easter Sunday
to take communion with the priests and her brother. Nestorius objected to her attendance
because she was a “daughter of Eve.”164 She exclaimed that she had given birth to Christ, as
Mary had. Thus, Pulcheria was implying that she too was dignified and pure like Mary, and
should be allowed in the sanctuary. 165 And so, by remaining pure and accepting Christ within,
these women showed their faithfulness and venerated Christ through identification with Mary.
These women were not hoping for a real child, but a spiritual pregnancy, through which they
could regain a dignified position and no longer be a “daughter of Eve.” For these women the
cameo would have been a reminder of Mary’s pious life, and the spiritual reward that awaited
them, providing they followed in Mary’s footsteps.
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However, virginity was not for everyone. During the late seventh and early eighth
century, John of Damascus wrote that while virginity is better than marriage, marriage and
children are the best and really the only option if one cannot remain a virgin. 166 As indicated,
women who marry were expected to have children. For these women, a spiritual pregnancy
would not have been sufficient. The cameos would function differently for these women who
wanted a child.
All women, not just virgins, were encouraged to identify with Mary. This is explained
in the Akathistos Hymn, which states, “For virgins and for all who flee to you/ you are a wall,
O Virgin Theotokos.”167 Proclus of Constantinople, a fifth century Patriarch of Constantinople
(434-446/447), also made a similar statement in one of his sermons. At the beginning of
Homily 4, which is on the Nativity, he states, “Let us then all draw near…Come and see the
womb of a virgin wider than creation!”168 He is asking that everyone draw near to the mother
of God to notice the procreative aspect of her womb. He continues and provides a long list of
those who should come running because the mother of God has given birth, and essentially
states that all should witness the greatness of the event. He mentions (in order) women,
virgins, mothers, daughters, fathers, infants, shepherds, kings, princes, consuls, and private
citizens. He says that they all should come running because they are in some way related to
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the event at hand.169 For example he says, “Let women come running, for a woman has
brought forth, not the flower of death, but has given birth to the fruit of life.”170 Each person
that Proclus tells to come running is related to the event as women have been. Mary then, was
not only for virgins, but for women and mothers, as well as others.
Mary’s Work of Weaving

In the apocryphal gospels, Mary is spinning wool and is going to weave a veil for the
temple, actions that are implied in the image on the cameos; both spinning and weaving,
according to Molly Fulghum Heintz, were regarded as “the only ‘proper’ pastime for a
woman,”171 and “have long been the preferred activities for the ideal female.”172
Not only was spinning and weaving woman’s work, but it also indicated “the
transition from girlhood to womanhood.”173 This refers to the Greek and Roman tradition of
newly married women creating a weaving to symbolize the marital union.174 Thus this
indicates that women weaving were ready for marriage, and shortly thereafter, children. The
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maturity of a woman weaving is indicated in the Protoevangelium of James as well. Mary,
upon reaching the age of twelve is married to Joseph, and after he collects her from the
temple, she is chosen to weave a veil for the temple (8-10).175
In the image of the Annunciation on the cameos Mary is not actually spinning nor
weaving, but the inclusion of the basket of wool reminds viewers that she will undertake these
activities. The veil was and still is understood to be a metaphor for the creation of Christ
within her womb. The veil that Mary is to weave was understood to be Christ’s flesh, as is
stated in Hebrews 10:20.176 This was an important concept for patristic writers, and can be
seen as early as the fifth century in works by John Chrysostom, and in the following centuries
in works by Kosmas Indicopleustes in the sixth century and John of Damascus in the
eighth.177
Proclus of Constantinople, writing in the fifth century elaborated upon and connected
the idea of Mary weaving the temple veil to the idea of Christ being the veil of the temple. 178
The image on the cameo shows Christ’s connection to the veil because of the cross that is
directly above the wool. Thus the image on the cameos not only illustrates Gabriel’s
salutation to Mary, but also indicates that the body of Christ will soon grow within Mary, just
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as the veil will grow once she begins to weave the wool that she is to spin from the wool she
holds in her hand. Proclus speaks at length on the issue in Homily 1 originally given near the
date of the Nativity. He states:
She who called us here today is the Holy Mary;…the awesome loom of divine
economy upon which the robe of union was ineffably woven. The loom-worker was
the Holy Spirit; the wool worker the overshadowing power from on high. The wool
was the ancient fleece of Adam; the interlocking thread the spotless flesh of the
Virgin. The weaver’s shuttle was propelled by the immeasurable grace of him who
wore the robe; the artisan was the Word who entered in through her sense of
hearing.”179
According to Proclus, Mary was the loom, the Holy Spirit worked the loom, the wool
was the fleece of Adam, the thread was Mary’s flesh; all worked together to create a robe of
union which was to be Christ. In this instance Proclus mentions Mary as the loom. In Homily
4, he speaks of Mary weaving Christ’s “clothing.”
In Homily 4 Proclus asks, “O Virgin, maiden who knew not man, and mother who
knew not pain! Where did you find the flax to weave the robe with which the Lord of creation
has clothed himself today? What sort of loom was your womb, upon which you wove the
tunic without seam?”180 Mary’s womb is the loom and he specifically states that she has
woven Christ’s tunic. In this way, Mary wove the body of Christ, both through weaving the
temple veil, but also within her body.
Nicholas P. Constas, after examining Proclus’s sermon explains that, “the garment
produced on Mary’s loom crossed the hard, vertical (and masculine gendered) warp thread (ὁ
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στήμων) of divinity with the supple, horizontal woof thread (ἡ κρόκη) spun from virgin
flesh.”181 Constas here is pointing out the play on the genders of the words in Greek: one
masculine and one feminine. In other words when Mary wove, she was symbolically creating
Christ. This idea of weaving the body of Christ according to Constas, was transferable to
weaving done by anyone. He concludes by saying:
Anyone seeing a woman (or a man) producing a piece of cloth could now see Divine
Wisdom weaving together the body of God from the wool of humanity coiled together
with virgin thread. Anyone seeing a loom could now see the womb of the Virgin, who
had offered the ‘inner workshop’ of her body for the fabrication of the cultic veil that
was God’s mode of manifestation in the world.182
Through identification with Mary then, women could sit weaving and their weaving
could be understood as symbolically knitting together the flesh of their child. These women
identified with and venerated Mary to seek the blessing of a child, which was bestowed upon
Mary. These women could wear the cameo as a pendant, which would further emphasize
pregnancy because of its placement upon the abdomen.183 Thus, through their mimetic actions
and the power of the pendant, these women were seeking to be blessed with a child.
Not only could the cameo provide the blessing of a child, but once a woman
conceived, she could use the cameo as a way to safeguard against premature labor or
miscarriage. The image of the Annunciation and the implied action of spinning and weaving
would remind the woman of a “doctor approved” activity. Aetios of Amida, in the 16th book
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of his Tetrabiblon, dealt with obstetrics and diseases of women. It is within this book that
Aetios of Amida, provides information from Aspasia, which Aetios deemed useful. He
explains that women should avoid mental disturbances as well as avoid lifting heavy objects,
sitting in hard chairs, receiving sudden blows to the hips, or vigorous flatulence or enemas.
They should also not lose too much blood. “On that account, it is best to use moderate
amounts of food which are suitable to the stomach, trips in a sedan chair, short walks, gentle
massage, and wool spinning.”184
Thus, Mary’s humility and obedience made her a positive counter to Eve’s
disobedience and therefore the ideal role model for women in Byzantium. When the viewer
imitated Mary as the cameos suggest, the cameos would function in three different ways. If
the owner was a virgin and had imitated Mary’s life closely, as Empress Pulcheria did, the
woman could be blessed as Mary was, and receive Christ mystically within, thereby achieving
a spiritual pregnancy; this was a form of veneration. If the owner was married and wished to
have a child, this cameo would remind the woman of the labor that Mary performed and the
connections of spinning and weaving to the creation of Mary’s child. The woman would then
perform these labors in hopes of being blessed as Mary was. Once she was carrying a child,
the cameo would remind the woman of the labors that were recommended by the court
physician in order for a woman to maintain her pregnancy and to better ensure that she would
carry to term.
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Ricci, Aetios of Amida, 22.

CHAPTER 6: CHRISTIAN FERTILITY AMULETS

Four out of the six sardonyx Annunciation cameos (Figs. 2-4, 7) have the three
elements that are required, based on the accepted definition of scholars, for an object to be an
amulet. They are made of a certain material, sardonyx. They have an image related to their
purpose or function, the Annunciation. They have an inscription that relates to the function
and image. This does not mean, however, that the two without the inscription (Figs. 5-6)
cannot be classified as an amulet. Based on the other four cameos, and the similarities in
material, iconography, composition, date range, and likely production center—perhaps even
the same workshop—it is quite possible that they functioned exactly the same way as the
other four. The inscription, as is argued by Christopher Faraone, was not always necessary for
an object to be considered amuletic; only in the Roman imperial period did the written
inscription or text gain importance.185 And as is shown in this research, the inscription
continued to play an important role into Byzantine times.
All six of the Annunciation cameos are informed by the tradition of womb amulets
specifically the traditions of Late Antiquity. Many of the womb, or gynecological amulets
were made of similar, primarily red, gemstones that were used to help with pregnancy and
other abdominal issues. Sardonyx, the material the cameos are made of, is linked to this
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Faraone, “Text, Image and Medium,” 57.
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tradition. Amulets of Heracles in his first labor have been found on sardonyx and this
iconographical type in Late Antiquity became associated with pregnancy, likely because
Heracles controlled wild animals. This tradition continued in the early Byzantine period as
evidenced by Aetios of Amida’s prescription that pregnant women wear a sardonyx gemstone
so that it rests on their upper abdomen for the duration of pregnancy as a way to prevent
miscarriage.
The subject of the cameos, the Annunciation, invokes a long and widespread
exegetical tradition of contrasting Mary’s humility and obedient acceptance of God’s will
with Eve’s pride and disobedience, presenting Mary as the ideal woman. The Annunciation
imagery, typically accepted as depicting the moment of Christ’s conception, also associates
Mary with childbirth, thus she is presented as a role model for women who desire pregnancy,
whether spiritual or actual.
The symmetrical composition of the image places emphasis on the central axis. Along
this axis is the basket of wool that gives prominence to Mary’s activities of spinning and
weaving, which were presented by contemporary sources as a virtuous activity for women and
also prescribed as an appropriate one for pregnant women. Not only does the basket of wool
suggest Mary’s activities, but it also invokes an exegetical tradition that identified the veil of
the temple woven by Mary from this wool with the body of Christ, the “Medicine of Life,”
being woven within her body. 186 The basket of wool was not the only object given visualsymbolic importance through placement on the line of symmetry; in most cases, when a cross
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Ephrem the Syrian, Selected Prose Works, 279. The Medicine of Life was a common epithet of Christ in the
Syriac tradition.
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was present prior to the inscription it was aligned with the basket of wool, as was Gabriel’s
raised hand. This alignment further emphasizes the correspondence between Christ’s
conception and incarnation as the “Word made Flesh” and the wool Mary weaves for the veil
of the temple. Thus, these three elements placed along the central axis emphasize that these
six cameos are Christian objects, Christian amulets, that receive their power from God.
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Figure 1a-b.
Solomon/Holy Rider, H:35 x W:22 x D:3mm, hematite gem, 4th
century. Made in the Mediterranean; now in London, British
Museum. 1986,0501.2
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Figure 2.
The Annunciation, H: 53.5 x W: 42.5 x
D: 6.5mm, sardonyx cameo, 6th-7th
century. Believed to be from
Constantinople; now Paris, Bibliothèque
Nationale, Monnaies, Médailles et
Antiques, no. 336.

Figure 4.
The Annunciation, H: 55.7 x W: 41.7 x
D: 7.3mm (in mount), sardonyx, 6th-7th
century. Believed to be from
Constantinople; now Paris, Bibliothèque
Nationale, Monnaies, Médailles et
Antiques, no. 337.

Figure 3.
The Annunciation, H: 45.3 x W: 35.5 x
D: 8.6mm, sardonyx, 6th-7th century.
Believed to be from Constantinople;
now Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale,
Monnaies, Médailles et Antiques, no.
338.

Figure 5.
The Annunciation, H: 61 x W: 46mm
(in mount); H: 51 x W: 36 mm (without
mount), sardonyx, 6th-7th century.
Believed to be from Constantinople;
now St. Petersburg, Hermitage no. 355.
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Figure 6.
The Annunciation, H: 27 x W: 21mm (in
mount) and H: 20 x W: 15cm (without
mount), sardonyx cameo, 6th-7th century.
Believed to be from Constantinople; now
St. Petersburg, Hermitage no. 354.

Figure 7a (above) and Figure 7b
(below).
The Annunciation, H: 60 x W: 50mm
(in mount); H: 48 x W: 38mm
(without mount); Length of Chain:
60cm; Weight: 100.8 g., sardonyx
cameo, 6th-7th century. Believed to be
from Constantinople; now The
Ferrell Collection. Photograph ©
Bruce M. White 2010.
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Figure 8.
Uterus and seven bitted key.,H:13.7 x W:9.8 x D:4mm,
hematite gem, 3rd century. Made in the Mediterranean; now in
London, British Museum. 1986,0501.31.
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Figure 9a-b.
Ringstone with womb and Egyptian gods (Chnoumis, Nepthys, Isis, Annubis),
H:19 x W:14 x D:2mm, 3rd century, hematite gem. Made in the Mediterranean;
now in London, British Museum. OA.9566

Figure 10a-c.
Womb Amulet, H:16 x W: 9 x D: 3mm, 3rd century, hematite gem. Made in the
Mediterranean; now in London, British Museum. OA.9843
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Figure 11a-c.
Womb Amulet, H:17 x W: 13 x D: 2mm, hematite gem, 3rd century. Made in the
Mediterranean; now in London, British Museum. OA.9796

Figure 12a-c.
Womb Amulet with Egyptian gods (Isis, Chnoubis, Nephthys), H: 18 x W: 12 x D:
2mm, hematite gem, 3rd century. Made in the Mediterranean; now in London,
British Museum. OA.9567
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Figure 13.
Chnoubis amulet, H:11 x W:8 x D:4mm,
chalcedony, 3rd century. Made in the
Mediterranean; Now in London, British
Museum. OA.9662
<http://www.kornbluthphoto.com/Abrasax1.h
tml>

Figure 14.
Chnoubis with seven rays , H:13 x W:9
x D:5mm, Chrysoprase gem. Budapest,
Museum of Fine Arts, Classical
Collection. <http://www.limcfrance.fr/objet/14398>

Figure 15a-c.
Chnoubis, Diam:21 x D:7mm, rock crystal gem, 3rd century. Made in the
Mediterranean; now in London, British Museum. 1986,0501.19
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Figure 16a-c.
Chnoubis gem, H:16 x W:13 x D:5mm, jasper, 3rd century. Made in the
Mediterranean; now in London, British Museum. OA.9517

Figure 17a-d.
Chnoubis, H:15 x W:12 x D:3mm, jasper, 3rd century. Made in the Mediterranean;
now in London, British Museum. OA9869
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Figure 18a-b.
Chnoubis and triple-barred S, H:17 x W:14 x D:2mm, chalcedony gem, 3rd century.
Made in the Mediterranean; now in London, British Museum. OA.9874

Figure 19.
Chnoubis and womb, H:46 x W:25 x D:6mm,
hematite gem, 3rd-4th century. Now in
Skoluda Collection (Private).

Figure 20.
Chnoubis Amulet, H:23 x W:19 x
D:6mm, serpentine, 1st-5th century.
Made in Syria; now in Ann Arbor,
University of Michigan, Kelsey
Museum of Archaeology.
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Figure 21a-c.
Heracles and Lion, H:18 x W:13 D:3.5mm, red jasper gem, 3rd century. Made in
the Mediterranean; now in London, British Museum. 1986,0501.81

Figure 22a-d.
Heracles and Lion, H:12 x W:10 x D:3mm, red jasper gem, 3rd century. Made in
the Mediterranean; now in London, British Museum. 1986,0501.80
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Figure 23a.
Heracles fighting Nemean Lion (obverse), H:
14 x W:16 D:3mm, red jasper gem, 3rd
century. Made in the Mediterranean; now in
London, British Museum. OA.9836

Figure 24.
Heracles and Lion, H:15 x W:12mm,
carnelian scaraboid, 550-500BC. Made in
Phoenicia or Cyprus; now in London,
British Museum. 1894,1101.458

Figure 23b.
Woman squatting holding sword
(reverse), H: 14 x W:16 D:3mm, red
jasper gem, 3rd century. Made in the
Mediterranean; now in London, British
Museum. OA.9836

Figure 25.
Heracles and Lion with womb, H:23 x W:19
x D:3mm, red jasper gem, 2nd-3rd century.
Now in Hamburg, Skoluda Collection
(private).
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Figure 26.
Head of Medusa, H:11 x W:9 x D:2 mm,
red jasper gem, 2nd-3rd century. New York
City, Metropolitan Museum of Art. Gift of
John Taylor Johnston. 1881.
<www.metmuseum.org> 81.6.315.

Figure 28.
Ring. Menil Collection. Houston.
Gary Vikan, “Art, Medicine, and
Magic,” 77 and Figure 13.

Figure 27.
Medusa head, coral. Verona, Civic
Museum. Attilio Mastrocinque, “The
Colors of Magical Gems,” 63, Plate 3a.

Figure 29.
Gorgon/Chnoubis, silver rings, no later than
10th century. Excavated in Corinth. Vikan,
“Art, Medicine and Magic,” fig. 15.
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Figure 30a-b.
Womb amulet with scarab on reverse, 21 x 17 x3. metal, possibly
gray iron mixed with zinc. Private Gem owned by Campell
Bonner. Bonner, Studies in Magical Amulets, Plate VI, no. 139.

Figure 31.
Annunciation, fresco, 2nd–4th century.
Catacombs of Priscilla, Rome.

Figure 32.
Annunciation (top register), mosaic, 432440. Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome.
ARTstor
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Figure 33.
Distribution of largesse, detail of north frieze of the Arch of
Constantine, H:3’4”, marble, AD 312-315. Rome.

Figure 34.
Rabbula Gospels, Annunciation,
illuminated manuscript, 586. Made in
Syria; now in Florence, Biblioteca Medicea
Laurenziana. Firenze, Biblioteca Medicea
Laurenziana, Ms. Plut. 1.56, c. 4r Su
concessione del MiBACT E’ vietata ogni
ulterior riproduzione con qualsiasi mezzo.

Figure 35.
So called Grado Ivory, Annunciation, ivory,
7th-8th century. Made in Eastern
Mediterranean or Egypt; now in Milan,
Civiche Raccolte d'Arte Applicata—Castle
Sforzesco.
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Figure 36.
Annunciation, Diam.: 1.6cm, gold engraved
niello ring, 6th-7th century. Now in Athens,
Benaki Museum. 1830.

Figure 38.
Annunciation, H:30mm, oval agate
amulet, 6th century. Now in Athens,
Benaki Museum. 1783.

Figure 37.
Annunciation, Diam: 17.5mm, black
terracotta pilgrimage token, 6th-7th
century. Made in Palestine; now in
London, British Museum.
1973,0501.1. ©Trustees of the
British Museum.

Figure 39.
Annunciation, Diam of pendant: 11.7cm,
gold enkolpion, 650-700. Made in Assuit;
now in Berlin, Staatliche Museen
Antikensammlung. 30219, 506.
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Figure 40.
Annunciation, Visitation, Nativity, incident with Salome, Diam:
7.64cm, gold sheet medallion, 6th-7th century. Made in the Eastern
Mediterranean; now in Munich, Christian Schmidt Collection. 378.

Figure 41.
Annunciation, clay pilgrimage token, 6th
century. Monza, cathedral of Monza
Treasury. Van Dijk, “The Angelic
Salutation,” 430.

Figure 42.
Christological scenes, lead pilgrimage
ampulla, 6th century. Monza, cathedral of
Monza Treasury. van Dijk, “The Angelic
Salutation,” 431.

